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Abstract-The optical lithography is facing great challenge 
from the continuous shrinkage of the technology node. As one of 
the promising techniques, the free-form source-mask optimization 
(SMO) has been increasingly explored in recent years with great 
interests in the performance of SMO on its process robustness. 

In this paper, a free-form SMO framework is proposed, and its 
performance is tested by comparing the process window of SMO 
and the mask-only optimization. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In semiconductor manufacturing industry, optical lithogra
phy is a critical step, which serves to print designed circuit 
patterns onto silicon wafers via light. The resolution of the 
printed pattern is limited by the incident light wavelength, the 
numerical aperture (NA) and a proportionality factor kl [1]. 
Given the resolution limit, the quality of pattern transimission 
degrades when smaller circuit features are printed. Nowadays, 
with each unit of lithography toolset reaching its physical 
limit, the optical lithography is facing great challenge from the 
continuous shrinkage of technology node toward 45nm, 22nm 
or below. Furthermore, with the lower kl factor, critical dimen
sions (CD) become more sensitive to process variations, such 
as dose variation and focus variation. Advanced techniques are 
urgently demanded to print small feature size as well as expand 
the process window. As one of the promising techniques, 
source-mask optimization (SMO) optimizes the source shape 
and a mask pattern together to achieve ideal wafer images and 
enhance the robustness against process variations. 

Optimization of the effective source has been developed 
for many years, from parametric source optimization [2], [3] 
to free-form source and mask co-optimization [4], [5]. The 
development from standard ditfractive optical element (DOE) 
to customized DOE realizes the pixelated source, bringing 
in more degrees of freedom on both the source shape and 
its intensity [6]. Combined with the pixelated mask used in 
inverse lithography [7], [8], [9], the free-form SMO has been 
increasingly explored in recent years with great interests in the 
performance of SMO on its aberration robustness [10], [11], 
enriching the armoury of computation lithography [12]. 

In this paper, we build a source-mask-optimization frame
work on the inverse-lithography basis. Pixelated mask and pix
elated source are simultaneously optimized with the presence 
of focus and dose aberrations. We then assess the performance 
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of SMO by comparing its process window with those of mask 
optimization with parametric sources. 

II. PARTIALLY COHERENT IMAGING MODEL OF OPTICAL 

LITHOGRAPHY 

A simplified imaging system of optical lithography is 
demonstrated in Fig. 1. A light source illuminates the pho-
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Fig. 1: Imaging system of optical lithography 

tomask, on which the pattern is replicated onto the wafer 
coated with photoresist. The replica results in different ex
posure on the photoresist coat. Then it will go through the 
phtoresist development to form a 3-D image. Comprehensive 
details of lithography are elaborated in [1], [13]. The lithog
raphy process is naturally divided into two parts, which can 
be separately modeled by mathematical formulas. The first 
part is projection, which delivers the mask pattern onto the 
coated wafer, forming the so called aerial image. Then follows 
the second part, photoresist development. With the off-axis 
illumination (OAI), the aerial image forming is described by 

00 
Ia(x, y) = j . . .  jJ(f, g)H(f + 1', 9 + g')H*(f + 1", 9 + g") 

- 00 
x M(f', g')M* (f", g")e-i27r[(f' -J")x+(g' -g")yJ 

df dg d1' dg' d1" dg". (1) 



In Eqn. (1), J represents the effective source image, H denotes 
the pupil function, M is the mask spectrum (we will denote the 
mask pattern by M in the following), and l,g,!"g', I",g" 
are nomalized spatial frequency variables. 

Given the form of Eqn. (1), we can rewrite it as [14] 

Ia(x,y) 
00 00 

=/ / J(J,g) / / H(J + I',g + g')M(J',g') 
- CX) - 00 

00 
=/ / J(J, g) IM(x, y) * H(x, y; I, g)12dldg. 

- 00 
(2) 

The symbol * denotes the convolution operator, and t takes the 
complex conjugate. H(x, y; I, g) in the spatial domain is the 
Fourier transform of the shifted pupil function H(J + !" g + 
g'). Eqn. (2) depicts the source points integration approach, 
which is also called Abbe's method [14]. The aerial image 
formed by an off-axis illumination is the incoherent sum of 
images contributed by individual source points. In our study, 
both the source and mask images are discretized to small grids, 
in other words, pixels. In the source image, every single pixel 
represents one source point. Source optimization manipulates 
each pixel's intensity to reach an optimum. The pixelated form 
of Eqn. (2) is given by 

Ia(x,y) = L J(J,g) IM(x,y)*H(x,y;l,gW, (3) 
J,9 

where J(J,g) denotes the strength of the source point located 
at (J,g). 

The action involving the photoresist can be modeled by a 
continuous sigmoid function. Thus the printed pattern I is 
represented by the output of a sigmoid function of the aerial 
image [15], [16], i.e. 

I(x,y) = sig (Ia(x,y)) = [1 + e-0<(Ia(x,y)-tr)r 1
, (4) 

where a defines the steepness of the sigmoid function, and tr 
is the threshold above which the photoresist is developed. 

III. SOURCE-MASK OPTIMIZATION FRAMEWORK 

The aim of doing SMO is to improve the fidelity of printed 
patterns to target designs, especially when process aberrations 
present. SMO automatically designs the source shape and its 
intensity, as well as calculates the pre-distortion of the mask 
pattern by minimizing a cost function defined by the MSE 

mmlmlze 

subject to 

F = IIIpw(x,y) - i(x,y)II�. 
M(x,y) E 0,1, J(J,g) E [0,1] (5) 

In Eqn. (5), Ipw(x, y) represents the printed image under 
certain dose-focus condition, i denotes the target design, and 

II . 112 means taking the £2 norm. The cost function is denoted 
by F. 

We assume that the source takes relative intensity values in 
[0,1], and the aerial image resulted by the incoherent sum of 
individual source point is [1] 

L JsIs(x, y) J Ia(x, y) = s 
L Js = L L �/s(x, y), (6) 

s s s 
where Js is the strength of one source point s, and Is is the 
image arising from s. This means the aerial image needs to 
be normalized by the summation of the strength of all source 
points. In other words, the source intensity needs to be normal
ized, which means J(J,g) appeared in Eqn. (1), (2), and (3) 
is the normalized source. However, it is easy to constrain 
the intensity range in [0, 1] by trigonometry, while relatively 
difficult to keep the source intensity normalized, since the 
source will be constantly changed during optimization. For 
computation convenience, we rewrite J(J, g) in the form of 

J(I )= j(J,g) j(l ) [0 1] (7) , g  
Lj(J,g)' ,g  E , . 
J,9 

Rather than J(J,g), we optimize j(J,g) instead. Since we 
need to relax the binary constraint of the mask also to [0,1], 
trigonometry is applied on both mask and source images 
as [17], [18] 

M(x,y)= l+�OSB, j(J,g) = l+ �OSCP (8) 

The optimization is implemented by iteratively update the 
mask pattern and the source. The updates are determined 
by taking gradients of the cost function with respect to M 
and j respectively. Let the matrix H(x, y; I, g) take a short 
form of H(J, g), and H( -x, -y; I, g) be H'(J, g). Assuming 
we update the mask first in every iteration loop, in the kth 
iteration, the update for M is 

k+l . k -k _ 
aF V'FM (x,y,M , J  )pw --k ao 

=L 
jk_(J,g) xRe{[C. (Mk*H(J,g))t]*H'(J,g)} 

J,9 L Jk(J, g) 
J,9 

.(-sinOk), (9) 

where C = 2a(I - i) . I . (1 - I), and . denotes pixel-wise 
multiplication. And the update for the source is 

V' F�+l (I g. Mk+1 jk) = aF 
J " , pw acpk 

= ""' C. 
{ IMk+l * H(J, g) 12 - Ia } . -sincpk 

10 f: Ljk(J,g) 2 ,() 
J,9 

where I . 12 means taking pixel-wise square of the anlplitude, 
and pw denotes the dose-focus condition when calculating 
the gradient. Note that updates are calculated with different 
dose-focus sanlples in each loop. Here we adopt the stochastic 
gradient descent method described in [19]. 



IV. REGULARIZATION 

A. Mask Regularization 

It is mentioned in section III that the binary constraint of the 
mask is relaxed to a continous domain. The desired optimal 
mask, however, still has to be binary. We hereby add a binary 
penalty 

Rb = L M(x, y) [1 - M(x, y)] . (II) 
X,Y 

This penalty forces the mask to take intensity values near 0 

or 1 by minimizing Rb• 

B. Source Regularization 

The high flexibility is known to be the merit of pixelated 
source in terms of the arbitary shape and mUltiple intensity 
levels. However, there are still some constraints on pixelated 
source images. 

1) Source Symmetry: Illumination symmetry is required to 
avoid pattern placement error. Generally a 4-fold symmetry (x
axis and y-axis symmetry) is imposed. Since this symmetry 
is strictly required, our method is to manipulate the gradient 
with respect to the source image. If each update of the source 
is guaranteed 4-fold symmetry, the source will be 4-fold 
symmetry automatically. Therefore we choose to average the 
four quarters of the update. 

Let V' Fj be the averaged gradient, and Q be the flipping 
matrix, which flips V' Fj upside-down by QV' Fj, and flips 
V' Fj right-to-Ieft by V' FjQ. The averaged gradient that holds 
the 4-fold symmetry is given by 

V'F- = 

� [V'Fj + QV'Fj V'Fj + QV'Fj Q] . 
J 2 2 + 2 (12) 

The resulted V' Fj is used to update the source in each loop. 

2) Pupil Fill Rate: A high pupil fill percentage source 
usually gives a degraded process window, while a very low fill 
rate is also undesired [6]. Therefore we introduce the pupil fill 
rate regularization by minimizing the area of the source image 

Rs = Lsig (J(f,g)), (13) 

j,g 
with the parameter carefully controlled. Here in the sigmoid 
function, the threshold is set to 0 to count the number of non
zero pixels. We also employ the total variation (TV) to improve 
the manufacturability. The TV penalty is given by 

Rtv = L J J'l(f, g) + J�2 (f, g), (14) 

j,g 

where J'l (f, g) and J;2 (f, g) are the first derivative along 
horizontal and vertical directions respectively. The TV regular
ization helps to reduce the intensity variance of adjacent pixels, 
thereby making the optimized source more manufacturable. 

V. RESULT 

We apply mask optimization (MO) [20] and SMO on a two
rectangle pattern. Four sample locations are chosen to measure 
the process window. The sampled positions are marked in 
Fig. 2. Location 1 and 2 measure the width of the rectangle, 
location 3 measures its height, and the minimum space in
between is sized at location 4. 

2 
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Fig. 2: Sampled locations for process window calculation 

(3) dipole (b) optimized mask with dipole 

(c) quadrupole (d) optimized mask with quadrupole 

(e) optimized source by SMO (I) optimized mask by SMO 

Fig. 3: Optimized mask by MO with dipole and quadrupole 
illumination and optimized source and mask by SMO 

Fig. 3 illustrates the dipole and quadrupole illumination and 
their corresponding optimized mask by applying MO in the 
first two rows, and the optimized mask and source by SMO in 
the third row. It can be observed that additional source-point 
areas are developed during SMO to capture more diffracted 
orders of the mask spectrum, in order to print better images. 

We calculate the process windows of the above three source
mask pairs, as shown in Fig. 4. The process window shows 
the range of dose and focus fluctuations, in which the printed 
pattern maintains its desired size at specified locations. Differ
ent lines in the process window represent different locations 
at the printed pattern, and they draw the upper bounds of their 
own exposure-defocus ranges respectively. Note that in Fig. 4, 
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Fig. 4: Process windows of MO and SMO 

lines represented position 1 and 4 in the SMO process window 
overlap each other. The common area bounded by these lines 
and the axes gives the process window. It is clear in Fig. 4 
that SMO gives obvious larger process window than MO. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, an SMO framework is built on the basis 
of inverse lithography. Pixelated source and pixelated mask 
are simultaneously optimized using gradient-based iterative 
optimization method with regularizations on their respective 
geometric properties. Simulation proves that comparing with 
MO, SMO gives larger process window. The process robust
ness is enhanced by applying SMO. 
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